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Abstract—This paper introduces the use of a dynamic ensemble of classifiers selection scheme with a pool of classifiers created
to perform automatic music genre classification. The classifiers
are based on support vector machine trained with textural
features extracted from spectrogram images using Local Binary
Patterns. The results obtained on the Latin Music Database
showed that local feature extraction and the k-nearest oracle
(KNORA) for dynamic ensemble of classifiers selection can reach
a recognition rate of 83%, which is a little better than the best
result ever reported on this dataset using the restrictions imposed
by “artist filter”. In addition, the results are compared with those
obtained from traditional approaches using acoustic features.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In the last ten years, many researchers of music information retrieval community have devoted efforts developing
works related to music genre classification. However, there
are still some challenges related to automatic music genre
classification. Although much research has been devoted to
assess this problem, there are still several challenges related
to music genre recognition. In [1], McKay and Fujinaga call
attention to some hard problems related to musical genres and
mention some experiments in which people were not capable
of performing correctly music genre classification in more than
76% of the cases. Although not enough to take definitive conclusions, these experiments allow to reach some understanding
about the upper limits on automatic classification. In addition,
the authors propose that novel approaches should be presented
in order to improve the performance in music genre recognition
tasks.
By this way, Costa et al. [2] presented a different approach
for automatic music genre recognition using features obtained
in the visual domain. In this approach, the audio signal was
converted into spectrogram images [3] (Short-Time Fourier
representation) and textural features were extracted in the
visual domain. In that work, the authors have already shown
that local feature extraction, by zoning spectrogram images,
could help to achieve better results than performing a global
feature extraction. More recently, the authors have shown in [5]
and [17] that by creating one classifier for each zone created
on the spectrogram image helps to improve the recognition
rates. In these works, the authors have already demonstrated
that good recognition rates can be obtained combining these

classifiers outputs with traditional fusion rules presented by
Kittler et al. [6], such as sum rule and product rule.
In this work, we aim to explore the complementarity that
may happen between base classifiers trained with features
extracted by different zoning strategies by using a dynamic
selection of classifiers approach, called KNORA [7]. The main
contribution of this work is to carry out experiments using a
dynamic ensemble of classifiers selection approach in music
genre recognition.
Our experiments were performed on a subset of 1,300
music pieces taken from the Latin Music Database (LMD)
[8]. This dataset is composed of music pieces from 10 musical
genres. The best recognition rate obtained with the dynamic
ensemble of classifiers selection scheme is 83%. In spite of
being the best recognition rate ever obtained on the LMD with
“artist filter” restriction, we have not found statistically significant difference between the results obtained with or without
the dynamic ensemble of classifiers selection approach. We
have also compared the results presented here with the results
obtained using traditional features (i.e. acoustic features).
For this, the results obtained with this kind of features are
described as well.
II.

F EATURE E XTRACTION

In this work, we have done a segmentation in which
three segments of the signal were taken before performing
the spectrogram generation, as suggested by Costa et al. [4].
By this way, we have taken n different sub-signals from
the signal S as a whole. All sub-signals taken correspond
to a projection of S on the interval [p, q] of samples, or
Spq =< sp , . . . , sq >. In the generic case, one may extract
K (overlapping or non-overlapping) sub-signals and obtain a
sequence of spectrograms Υ1 , Υ2 , . . . , ΥK . As done by Silla
et al. in [8], we have considered in this work three 10-second
segments: beginning (Υbeg ), middle (Υmid ), and end (Υend ).
Concerned about avoiding segments potentially unproductive
in genre classification, we didn’t take into account the first and
the last ten seconds of the music pieces. The reason for this is
that some undesirable effects frequently found in these parts
of the signal, such as fade in and fade out, could be avoided.

Once the segmentation step is done, the audio signal is
converted into a spectrogram. For this, we used the following
parameters: bit rate = 352 kbps, audio sample size = 16 bits,
one channel, and audio sample rate = 22.05 kHz. Figure 1
shows the signal decomposition and spectrogram generation
steps.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

Signal decomposition and spectrogram generation.

One can notice that texture is the main visual content
existent in spectrogram images. Thus, we decided to use
the LBP [9] texture operator, a successful texture descriptor
frequently used to describe this kind of content.
In [2] we have already demonstrated that a zoning mechanism, in order to preserve some local information rather than
a global one, can help to provide better results in terms of
recognition rate in this kind of application. In that work, we
have used Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) texture
features and only a single classifier was created with feature
vectors extracted from all zones. Then, majority voting taking
into account each individual zone decision were used in order
to get a final decision.

Linear zoning

spectrogram images are generated from each music piece,
since the time decomposition scheme provides 3 segments,
the number of total zones, and consequently the number of
classifiers is 3n, where n is the number of created zones per
spectrogram.
We believe that the spectrogram image zoning and classifiers combinig scheme is a good way to deal with possible
similarities regarding to instruments or rhytmic patterns in
the audio signal taken from different music pieces. Using this
strategy it is expected to preserve some local information and
to capture some particularities of each musical genre.

The main aim of this work is to investigate and compare the
effects of creating a particular classifier for each created zone
and how to combine their outputs, once the oracle between
these classifiers has shown very high recognition rates. For
this purpose, the classifiers outputs will be combined into two
different ways. We have applied two different zoning schemes
on the spectrogram images before extracting features.
In the first scheme the spectrogram image is divided into
10 linear zones of equal size, as depicted in Figure 2. Different
configurations of linear zoning were evaluated. However, for a
number of zones higher than 10, the obtained recognition rates
were worse. In addition, this zoning set up is good enough
to provide a great number of classifiers, which is desirable
to investigate the improvement achieved when using dynamic
ensemble of classifiers selection.
In the second scheme, the spectrogram images were zoned
according to the Mel scale. The Mel scale is a fundamental
result of psychoacoustics, relating real frequency to perceived
frequency attempting to represent the frequency bands according to the human perception [10]. With this zoning scheme,
each spectrogram image was divided into 15 nonlinear zones,
as shown in Figure 3. In both cases, considering that 3
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III.

Mel scale zoning

C LASSIFIERS AND C OMBINATION S TRATEGIES

Once a pool of classifiers have been created using both
linear and Mel scale zoning, their outputs are combined
through two different strategies. In the first case we used the
well-known sum and product combining rules [6]. In the sum
rule, the prediction for each class is given by the summation
of the predictions attributed to the class by each individual
classifier. In the product rule, the output prediction for each
class is given by the multiplication of the predictions attributed
to the class by each classifier.
In the second case we evaluated KNORA, a dynamic
ensemble of classifiers selection recently presented by Ko et al.

[7]. With KNORA, a group of potentially adequate classifiers
(ensemble of classifiers) is selected from a pool of classifiers.
For using KNORA, a validation set is necessary.
In KNORA, for any test data point, its nearest K neighbors
in the validation set are found. Then, the classifiers which
correctly classify those neighbors are figured out and used to
compose an ensemble of classifiers for classifying the given
pattern [7]. There are some different schemes using KNORA,
in this work we evaluated KNORA-ELIMINATE and two
variations of KNORA-UNION. In KNORA-ELIMINATE, the
classifiers that correctly classify all the K-nearest neighbors
of a test pattern are selected to compose the ensemble of
classifiers. In KNORA-UNION, the classifiers that correctly
classify one of the K-nearest neighbors of a test pattern are
selected. Note that, in the last case, a classifier can have more
than one vote if it correctly classifies more than one neighbor.
Introduced by Vapink [11], Support Vector Machine (SVM)
is the engine choosen to perform classification in this work.
The data were normalized according to a linear scaling in
which the values range from -1 to +1. We have used the
Gaussian kernel, and the parameters C and γ were tuned using
a greedy search.
The classification process is carried out as follows: three
10-second segments are extracted from the beginning, middle
and end part of the music signal and their spectrograms are
computed (Υbeg , Υmid , and Υend ). Each spectrogram is further
split into n zones, according to the values of n described in
section II. Then, 59 LBP features are extracted from each
spectrogram image zone. Next, one specific classifier is built
to each zone created in the images. These classifiers assign a
probability to each one of the ten possible classes. Training and
classification are performed using the 3-fold cross-validation:
2 folds used for training an N-class SVM classifier, 1 fold for
testing, 3 permutations of the training fold (i.e. 1×2+3, 2×1+3,
3×1+2). For each specific zoning scheme, we have created 3n
classifiers with 600 and 300 feature vectors for training and
testing, respectively. When KNORA was used, an additional
fold with 400 music pieces was taken as validation set.
Once a lot of classifiers has been created, estimation of
probabilities is used to perform the fusion of its outputs aiming
to get a final decision. In cases like this, a classifier which produces a posterior probability P (class|input) is required. Thus,
the estimation of probabilities is a requirement here, once
we are concerned with comparing different fusion strategies.
Furthermore, we want to evaluate the KNORA for dynamic
ensemble of classifiers selection. In this case, once we have
selected an ensemble of classifiers, we can evaluate different
ways to combine their outputs. The most common one is to
proceed the majority voting between the classifiers outputs.
Alternatively, one can use the fusion rules aforementioned. In
our experiments, we have evaluated these two ways.
IV.

E VALUATION OF THE R ESULTS

The three folds described in section III were used to
produce the results presented here. For this, the results corresponds to the average recognition rate taken when each
one of the three folds was used as testing set. KNORA was
used in 8 different ways. Both KNORA-ELIMINATE and
KNORA-UNION were tested with majority voting, sum rule

and product rule to combine the selected classifiers outputs.
In addition, KNORA-UNION was tested with the classifiers
outputs weighted by the number of votes assigned to the
classifier when the sum and the product fusion rules were
used (KNORA UNION W). Aiming to make a comparison
between the results obtained here with results obtained with
traditional acoustic features, we performed one experiment
using 68 features extracted with the framework MARSYAS,
more details about these framework can be found in [12]. The
recognition rate obtained with these features was about 61%,
a recognition rate worse then all the rates obtained with visual
features described in this work.
Table I shows the best results achieved when the spectrogram images are split into 10 linear zones with and without
using KNORA. In these experiments the value of K ranged
from 1 to 20. Table II shows the best results achieved when
the spectrogram images are zoned according to the Mel scale
with and without using KNORA. The value of K also ranged
from 1 to 20.
TABLE I.
Approach
Direct Fusion
KNORA-ELIMINATE
KNORA-UNION
KNORA-UNION W

TABLE II.
Approach
Direct Fusion
KNORA-ELIMINATE
KNORA-UNION
KNORA-UNION W

R ESULTS WITH LINEAR ZONING .
Majority voting
73.78 (K=1)
77.56 (K=6)
-

Product rule
77.78
77.44 (K=5)
79.11 (K=2)
79.11 (K=2)

Sum rule
77.56
77.44 (K=18)
78.56 (K=2)
79.33 (K=5)

R ESULTS WITH M EL SCALE ZONING .
Majority voting
74.67 (K=1)
79.67 (K=12)
-

Product rule
82.33
81 (K=19)
81 (K=19)
83 (K=7)

Sum rule
81.11
80.22 (K=13)
81.89 (K=7)
82.11 (K=13)

One can say that the best result obtained using KNORA is
the best result ever obtained on the LMD considering the “artist
filter” restriction (Table III). In addition, the confusion matrices
showed that the results obtained with KNORA are better for all
genres present on the LMD, except for gaúcha and merengue.
Nevertheless, the results obtained with or without KNORA are
very close. Therefore, we decided to perform a statistical test
in order to verify if there is statistically significant difference
between the obtained results. The Friedman multi comparison
statistical test with Shaffer’s procedure with a confidence level
of 95% was used, and the results have shown that there is no
statistically significant difference between the results obtained
with or without KNORA.
TABLE III.

R ESULTS DESCRIBED ON THE LITERATURE ON THE LMD.

Work
Instance selection [13]
GLCM features [2]
GLCM + Instance selection [2]
MIREX 2009 winner [14]
MIREX 2010 winner [15]
MIREX 2011 winner [16]
LBP linear zoning - fusion with product rule [17]
LBP mel zoning - fusion with product rule [5]
KNORA UNION W with product rule

V.

Recognition rate (%)
59.67
60.11
67.20
74.66
79.86
81.90
80.33
82.33
83.00

C ONCLUSION

In this work we have described experiments in music genre
recognition. The features used in the classification are extracted

in the visual domain. For this purpose, spectrogram images
are generated from the audio signal and LBP textural features
are extracted from these images. The spectrogram images are
divided into zones. We have evaluated two different zoning
schemes, one linear with 10 zones, and one according to the
Mel scale, with 15 nonlinear zones.
In order to generate a pool of classifiers, one classifier for
each zone was created and their outputs were combined into
two ways. In the first way, the outputs were directly combined
using conventional fusion rules (i.e. product rule and sum rule).
In the second way, a dynamic ensemble of classifiers selection
(i.e. KNORA) was used.
The experimental results show that the best results obtained
with or without KNORA are very close. However, one can
say that the best result described here, about 83% is the best
one ever obtained on the LMD dataset when the “artist filter”
restriction is used. In future works, we intend to investigate
whether it is worth using the dynamic ensemble of classifiers
selection approach used here taking into account the overall
system complexity increase.
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